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Apogee Necklace by CARTIER in platinum, set with one 8.60-carat E VVS1 cushion-cut diamond, and 1,110 diamonds totalling 22.89 carats. POA.
www.cartier.com

N°5 L’EAU (100ml) limited edition Gift Box by CHANEL stemming from the enchanting world of Jean-Paul Goude. POA.
www.chanel.com
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With special guest: Nicholas Oakwell Couture

1 Brilliant Mini Alligator Eclipse Handbag by DELVEAUX in alligator skin that has been treated with a metallic gold pigment; Memorable Anniversary Collection 2019. POA. www.delveaux.com

2 High Jewellery Earrings by MOUSSAIEFF in platinum set with 6.51 carats of Natural Fancy Vivid Yellow emerald-cut diamonds and 0.54 carat of white diamonds. POA. www.moussiaieff-jewellers.com

3 Organza Bugle and Seed Bead Ballgown by NICHOLAS OAKWELL; Zulu Collection. POA. www.nicholasoakwellcouture.com

4 Fancy Vivid Yellow Diamond Watch by GRAFF in 18K yellow gold / total weight of diamond is 59 carats. POA. www.graff.com
1 Precious Emerald by HARRY WINSTON TIMEPIECES in blue. Case in platinum set with 20 brilliant-cut diamonds and 10 marquise-cut diamonds; dial in blue beaded mother-of-pearl and 18K gold emerald appliqué; bracelet in platinum fully set with 126 marquise-cut diamonds and 8 brilliant-cut diamonds; quartz movement; High Jewellery Timepieces collection. POA. www.harrywinston.com

2 Silk Organza Leather Crocodile Appliquéd Prom Dress by NICHOLAS OAKWELL; Zulu Collection. POA. www.nicholasoakwellcouture.com

3 Sapphire Eve Ring by CARTIER set with an emerald-cut sapphire (caratage on request) and baguette-cut diamonds. POA. www.cartier.com
1. **Woman in Gold Perfume by KILIAN**
a floral vanilla harmony created by perfumer Calice Becker. POA.
www.bykilian.co.uk

2. **Zulu Graphic Raffia Cape worn with White Organza Prom Dress with bugle beads, by NICHOLAS OAKWELL: Zulu Collection. POA.**
www.nicholassoakwellcouture.com

3. **Blackened Silver and Diamond Meiji Studs with Detachable South Sea Pearl Edo Drops, by NICHOLAS VARNEY. POA.**
www.nicholasvarneyjewels.com

4. **Woodgrain Torque Bracelet by NICHOLAS VARNEY in blackened silver and 18k gold set with diamonds. POA.**
www.nicholasvarneyjewels.com
1 Zipped briefcase by CAMILLE FOURNET, with 2 exterior pockets. Black caviar smooth calf skin, black caviar bull calf leather and Luca goatskin lining (45x29x8cm). POA. www.camillefournet.com

2 Dathel Ear Pendants by NICHOLAS VARNEY in 18K yellow gold, set with fire opal, natural clam, nautilus pearl and diamond. POA. www.nicholasvarneyjewels.com

3 Silk Moiré Crystal Choker Fish Tail Gown by NICHOLAS OAKWELL: Zulu Collection. POA. www.nicholasoakwellcouture.com

4 Low Form Ceramic Vessel by FRANCES PRIEST inspired by chevron, stripe and Asanoha motifs, and commissioned by OBJET D’EMOTION. POA. www.francespriest.co.uk www.objetdemotion.com
1 Ruby and Diamond Ring by STEPHEN SILVER, handmade in platinum set with one 4.04-carat octagonal step-cut heated ruby and 0.72 carat of round brilliant-cut diamonds. POA.
www.shsilver.com

2 Azur open-toed Sandals by AQUAZZURA in lipstick and exotic pink suede leather; Resort 2020. POA.
www.aquazzura.com

3 Coeur Rouge Earrings by FENG J. in red lacquered silver set with double rose-cut rubies and red spinels. POA.
www.feng-j.com

4 Diana Vreeland Empress of Fashion Eau de Parfum (100ml), with top notes of saffron, pink pepper, cassia; middle notes of Turkish rose, blackcurrant, mimosa, geranium, and base notes of cypriol oil, Tonka bean and vanilla. POA.
Available at www.harrods.com

5 La D DE DIOR COCOTTE 3 Timepiece by DIOR; case in 18K white gold, pink gold bezel set with pear-shaped, oval-cut, princess-cut, triangle-cut and round-cut pink sapphires (), case middle paved with snow-set diamonds, crown paved and set with a rose-cut diamond, faceted sapphire crystal glass; dial in 18K white gold paved with snow-set diamonds, polished white gold Dauphine hands; strap in black silk taffeta, white gold unfolding buckle set with pear-shaped, princess-cut and round-cut diamonds; quartz movement; 1,325 diamonds (approx. 6.69cts, colour: DE - crown and buckle - / FG / clarity: VVS), 28 pink sapphires (approx. 9.90cts); Swiss made; La D DE DIOR permanent collection. POA.
www.dior.com
1. High Boots by RALPH & RUSSO in rhinestone-encrusted black velvet with stiletto heels; Spring Summer 2020 Ready-to-Wear. POA. www.ralphandrusso.com

2. Shooting Star single Earring by CHANEL FINE JEWELRY in 18K white gold set with pearls and diamonds; Comète collection. POA. www.chanel.com

3. Artistique Eyeshadow by SURRATT in chinchilla soft silver. POA. www.surrattbeauty.com

4. Belt by RALPH & RUSSO in black velvet lined leather with bejewelled buckle; Spring Summer 2020 Ready-to-Wear. POA. www.ralphandrusso.com

5. Ludo Bracelet by VAN CLEEF & ARPELS in 18K white gold and onyx, set with diamonds; Ludo collection. POA. www.vancleefarpels.com

6. Voluminous Bandeau Evening Dress by RALPH & RUSSO in black invisible tulle and silver mirror sequins for the bustier; Fall 2019 Ready-to-Wear. POA. www.ralphandrusso.com
1 Liens d'Amour Ring by CHAUMET in 18K white gold set with one 6.72-carat cushion-cut morganite and brilliant-cut diamonds; Liens d'Amour. POA. www.chaumet.com

2 Serpentine open-toed Sandals by AQUAZZURA in black suede leather with slender strap and stiletto heels; Resort 2020. POA. www.aquazzura.com

3 Joséphine Aigrette Impériale transformable Earrings by CHAUMET in 18K white gold set with brilliant-cut diamonds; Joséphine Aigrette Impériale. POA. www.chaumet.com

4 Jimmy Choo Rose Gold Edition Eau de Parfum (60ml) by JIMMY CHOO, with top notes of candied orange, tiger orchid; caramel, and base notes of sandalwood, Indonesian patchouli. POA. www.jimmychoo.com

5 Voyager Cashmere Robe by NUI AMI, hand-woven in the black cashmere with a contrasting mink cashmere shawl collar and trim on the cuffs and belt. Ethically sourced one of Nepal’s most famous cashmere houses using the finest Nepalese cashmere yarns and woven using traditional techniques. POA. www.nuiami.com
1 Scrambler Jacket by BASIC RIGHTS in burgundy wool with a viscose lining. POA.
www.basicrights.com

2 A Pair Of Late Victorian Garnet And Diamond Cufflinks available at BENTLEY & SKINNER; the cabochon garnets are set with an old brilliant-cut diamond, estimated total diamond weight 0.8ct, to yellow gold backs and bar links, circa 1890s. POA.
www.bentley-skinner.co.uk

3 Burgundy Silk Shirt by TURNBULL & ASSER with T&A collar and 3-button cuffs. POA.
www.turnbullandasser.co.uk

4 Fringed Jacquard Stole by MAX MARA in viscose blend with jacquard pattern, finished with fringe at the ends (66x200cm). POA.
www.maxmara.com

5 Cartier. An Art Deco Onyx, Coral, Nephrite And Diamond Spherical Desk Clock available at SYMBOLIC & CHASE; designed as a removable spherical nephrite clock, embellished with an annular mother-of-pearl clock face, within an enamel border accented with rose-cut diamond detail, applied with Arabic numerals, and engraved yellow gold hands, resting upon a geometric onyx base with carved coral plaques, circa 1925, numbered to the base 1581 and 15810507, together with its original fitted case signed Cartier, clock unsigned. POA.
www.s-c.com

6 Burgundy Sea Bag (medium) by CONNOLLY in leather. POA.
www.connollyengland.com
1. Balancing Face Oil (30ml / 1.06FL.OZ) by EPARA contains 100% natural ingredients that deliver soothing, skin-brightening effects; key ingredients are moringa oil, marula oil, argan oil, liquorice root extract and apricot kernel oil, frankincense oil, ylang ylang iii oil. POA. www.eparaskincare.com

2. Bvlgari Tote Bag from the ALEXANDER WANG X BVLGARI collection in natural python skin with new Serpenti head closure in antique gold plated brass; limited edition. POA. www.bulgari.com

3. Shearling Coat by YVES SALOMON, in mint green. POA. www.yves-salomon.com

4. Orbiting Pearl Necklace by MISH NEW YORK with multi-hues of Tahitian cultured pearls wrapped in 18K gold. POA. www.mishnewyork.com
1. GG Flora Fedora by GUCCI in beige/ebony GG Supreme canvas with Flora print, a material with low environmental impact, with red leather trim. POA.
   www.gucci.com

2. GG Flora Espadrille by GUCCI in beige/ebony GG Supreme canvas with Flora print, a material with low environmental impact, with red leather trim. POA.
   www.gucci.com

   www.margotmckinney.com

4. Nasturtium Ring by MARGOT MCKINNEY in 18K yellow gold set with one 8.62 mandarin garnet surrounded by diamonds, tsavorite and a myriad of sapphires. POA.
   www.margotmckinney.com

5. GG Flora Large Hat Box by GUCCI in beige/ebony GG Supreme canvas with Flora print, a material with low environmental impact, with red leather trim. POA.
   www.gucci.com
1 Important Earrings from Nicholas Sparks's private collection and available at CHRISTIE’S JEWELLERY PRIVATE SALES in white and yellow gold set with one 5.08-carat Fancy Deep Yellow VSI round brilliant-cut diamond, one 5.04-carat Fancy Deep Yellow round brilliant-cut diamond, emerald beads and additional diamonds. POA.
www.christies.com/privatesales

2 Deneuve open-toed Sandals by AQUAZZURA in sunshine yellow suede leather with bow; Resort 2020. POA.
www.aquazzura.com

3 Mini Pyramid Bag by MOYNAT in green natural cowhide. POA.
www.moynat.com

4 Fur Throw by NORKI in artic emerald green fox fur. POA.
www.norki-decoration.com

5 Jonc Bracelet by REZA in 18K white gold set with an F.IF radiant-cut yellow diamond (1.39cts), one Colombian emerald (Mod oil – 5.81cts) and 51 brilliants (4.43cts). POA.
www.alexandrereza.com
1. La Panthère Eau De Parfum Spray (75ml) by CARTIER, a feline floral fragrance, a marriage of gardenia, sensual notes of musk and chypre; created by Mathilde Laurent. POA. www.cartier.com

2. Grace Mini Box Bag by MARK CROSS in navy crocodile skin; Fall 2019. POA. www.markcross.com

3. Maison Short Robe by LA PERLA in petrol blue silk satin with frastaglio, antique Florentine technique of applying embroidery by hand; made in Italy. POA. www.laperla.com

4. Ring by DAVID MORRIS in 18K rose gold and Dumortierite stone, set with one cushion-cut 7.02-carat diamond. POA. www.davidmorris.com

5. Judy Pumps by ANDREA MONDIN in satin and feathers, with 8cm heels. POA. www.andreamondin.com
1 Tall Boot by LANVIN in printed leather and silk weave (exclusive silk ‘Saint George and the Dragon’ print from the Autumn-Winter 2019 collection). POA. www.lanvin.com

2 Nzinga Horn Comb by BYREDO, presented in a calfskin leather case, each comb adopts a different shape according to its use. Made of zebu horn, they are handcrafted in the French Pyrenees, following an ancestral tradition that involves 14 steps of production. Cut in the mass of a natural, renewable and biodegradable material, all combs are unique and vary slightly in color. The texture of the horn, rich in keratin, is of the same nature as that of the hair. It is therefore the ideal accessory to comb gently and preserve the beauty of one’s hair. POA. www.byredo.com

3 Bracelet by de GRISOGONO x Emmanuel Tarpin in 18K white gold set with 886 white diamonds (6.95cts) and 633 black diamonds (8.71cts); limited edition of 20; Creativity in Residence by Emmanuel Tarpin. POA. www.degrisogono.com

4 Earrings by de GRISOGONO x Emmanuel Tarpin in 18K white gold set with 955 white diamonds (8.66cts) and 963 black diamonds (9.26cts); limited edition of 20; Creativity in Residence by Emmanuel Tarpin. POA. www.degrisogono.com

5 Slow Dance Eau de Parfum (50ml) by BYREDO; top note of opopanax, heart notes of geranium, labdanum and violet, base notes of patchouli and vanilla. POA. www.byredo.com

6 Mini Tailored Dress by RALPH & RUSSO in snow white viscose crêpe; Fall 2019 Ready-to-Wear. POA. www.ralphandrusso.com
1. Defy Classic, High Jewelry by ZENITH; 41mm titanium full set case with rainbow bezel, elite automatic skeletonised movement and silicon escape-wheel and lever; total carat weight of gemstones is 4.55 carats (case: 288 VVS brilliant-cut diamonds / bezel: 48 VVS baguette-cut sapphires); Defy High Jewelry. POA. www.zenith-watches.com


3. Umbellata Earrings by SOTHEBY’S DIAMONDS in 18K white gold set with a swirl of pave-set diamonds wrapped around a pair of round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing 3.06 and 3.02 carats; The Fabric of Jewellery. POA. www.sothebysdiamonds.com

4. Rabbit Brooch by RAYMOND C. YARD in platinum with gold accents, with a pave diamond jacket, emerald pants, sapphire lapels, the champagne glasses are triangle diamonds, the towel are diamonds and rubies, the bucket has an enamel and gold champagne bottle, and the ice cubes are square diamonds. POA. www.raymondcyard.com
1 Rising Lotus Ring by GÜBELIN JEWELLERY in 18K red gold set with a central of Padparadscha sapphire of 14.25 carats, 14 pastel-coloured cabochon-cut sapphires, faceted coloured sapphires and over 550 brilliant-cut diamonds; Aurora Collection. POA. www.gubelin.com

2 Splendid Feather Earrings by GÜBELIN JEWELLERY in 18K red gold set with two oval-cut pink sapphires (total of 1.77 cts), 10 pink-orange round sapphires (0.92 ct), and 102 brilliant-cut diamonds (0.95 ct); Aurora Collection. POA. www.gubelin.com

3 Satin Mary Janes by DOLCE&GABBANA with bejewelled buckle and strap; Spring Summer 2020. POA. www.dolcegabbana.com

4 Épines Crystal Scented Candle (750g) by LALIQUE. POA. www.lalique.com

5 Small Satin devotion Bag by DOLCE&GABBANA, made of satin and characterized by an exclusive bejewelled heart closure and cross-body strap, with front flap with handmade bejewelled and logoed heart made of metal alloy with pearl inlays; Spring Summer 2020. POA. www.dolcegabbana.com
1 Solo Mia Luce Bracelet by FOPE in 18K yellow and 18K white gold, set with diamonds. POA. www.fope.com

2 Francy Sneakers by GOLDEN GOOSE; this typically sporty look is characterized by the patchwork construction made with the multi-foxing technique: a treatment that refers to the concept of “patching”, a process that gives new life to the object. The most eye-catching feature of this retro basketball-inspired style is the upper, featuring silver glitter all-over, that creates a contrast between the lived-in and glamorous appearance. POA. www.goldengoose.com

3 Cnosso Pendant by BUCCELLATI in 18K white and 18K yellow gold; with this design, Buccellati reproduces the structure of a labyrinth, putting in the very centre the new Buccellati-cut diamond, created to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the House; central white gold openwork section with linear motifs, that expands over a section in leaf-modelled yellow gold to become an openwork border, composed of an alternation of round and shield-shaped elements, all set with diamonds (198 for 3.84cts); a shield-shaped bilière in white gold and diamonds links the pendant to the “Chiudino” chain in white gold. POA. www.buccellati.com

4 Chandra Eternelle Ring by BUCCELLATI in 18K white and 18K yellow gold; the openwork band develops on multiple levels: outside borders in white gold and diamonds, followed by a yellow gold leaf-modelled section, then a series of decorative elements with 3 or 4 diamonds alternating with shiny beads in yellow gold. A total of 86 diamonds (1.21cts) creates the background for the central Buccellati-cut diamond (1.12cts). POA. www.buccellati.com

5 Beat Café Eau de Parfum (78ml / 2.6 fl.oz.) by JUSBOX Perfumes, created by Dominique Ropion, with top notes of black pepper, coriander seed and fine cognac accord; heart notes of cistus labdanum oil, black leather and tobacco; base notes of vetiver, cedarwood and benzoin balm. POA. www.jusboxperfumes.com
Curated by Olivier Dupon

1. Alligator Mini RL50 Handbag by RALPH LAUREN in magenta alligator skin and lining in lambskin. POA.
   www.ralphlauren.com

2. Cultured White South Sea Pearl, Diamond and Sapphire Brooch by MIKIMOTO. POA.
   www.mikimoto.com

3. Charms Romance Parisienne Rencontre Watch by VAN CLEEF & ARPELS, with 25 mm rose and white gold case, rose gold bezel set with diamonds and pink sapphires and crown set with a diamond; dial in rose gold, spessartite garnet, miniature painting and champlevé enamel; with rose gold rotating charm set with diamonds, pink sapphires; two interchangeable shiny fuchsia and white alligator straps, rose gold interchangeable pin buckle set with diamonds; quartz movement; numbered edition. POA.
   www.vancleefarpels.com

4. Draped Bustier Ball Gown by RALPH & RUSSO in fuchsia taffeta; Fall 2019 ready-to-wear. POA.
   www.ralphandrusso.com

5. Tritone Vessel by ACHILLE SALVAGNI ATELIER, mouth-blown Murano glass with bronze and gold topper. POA.
   www.achillesalvagni.com
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1. Limited Edition Scarf (120x120cm) by FABERGÉ X GARY JAMES MCQUEEN - An artistic collaboration between the high jeweller and the British artist, who "established and nurtured his craft of digital art alongside his late uncle, British designer, Alexander McQueen"; in silk and made in England; limited edition of 150. POA.
www.faberge.com

2. Lion Sculpture by French artist RICHARD ORLINSKI in matt black resin; comes in four sizes. POA.
www.richardorlinski.fr

3. Necklace and Cufflinks by DOLCE&GABANNA in gold set with sapphires and rubies; King line POA.
www.dolcegabbana.com

4. Lyndon Leather Derby by BALLY in black calfskin; Fall 2019. POA.
www.bally.eu

5. Veltan Backpack by BALLY in mix coated-cotton and calfskin leather in black; Fall 2019. POA.
www.bally.eu

6. Cognac Bottle (700ml) by BOURGOIN COGNAC, a handcrafted vigneron cognac. The family estate is located in the village of Tarsac, in the municipality of Saint Saturnin, Charente (France). POA.
www.bourgoincognac.com